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INTRODUCTION

A new kinematic model , whi ch integrates original detailed structural data and new Arl Ar dating with
previous surface and subsurface data and Ar/Ar dating, is proposed for the thrust front of the Malargüe fold and
thrust belt (MFTB) . The study area, loc ated in the eastem slope of the Cordillera Principal, represents a key area
in which to test thin- vs. thick-sk inned mod el s, because it affects the Late Triassic - Early Jurassic Atuel halfgraben of the Neuquén rift basin (Fig . lA). The goal of this study is to con strain the timin g of uplift of the
MITB by de fin ing of the deformation. We also address the que stion as to whether tectonic inversion of
Mesozoic norm al faults occurred fir st and the resulting basement thrust sheets propagated alon g a deep
detachment into the sedimentary sequence in the foreland, or basement thrusting occurred out -of-sequence after
the emplacement of shallow thrust sheets. The presence of pre -existing weaknesses related to rift structures and
the occurrence of ductile layers in the co ver would support both alternativ e s.
The MFTB extends From 34° to 36° S and forms part of the Cord illera Principal of the Southern-Central
Andes. It comprises: Paleozoic metamorph ic and plutonic rock s which con stitute the basement of the belt ; Upper
Triassic to Lower Jurassic marine and continental rift sequences deposited in the Neuquén ba ck-arc basin ; Upper
Jurassic to Cretaceous platfonn sequences; and Cenozoic sedimentary and voJcanic rocks. This belt developed
mainly during the Neogene in response to W-E compression and it has traditionally been interpreted as a thickskinned orogenie wedge with inverted Jurassic normal faults (Manceda and Figueroa, 1995). Neogene
synorogenic continental strata crop out in the Cuchilla de la Tri ste za range and eastward , and are represented by
three Mio cene to Pliocene units separated by angular unconformities : the Agua de la Piedra Fm . ( 13- 10 .6 Ma :
Baldauf, 1997 ), Loma Fiera Fm. ( 10-9.5 Ma: Baldauf, 1997 ) and Rio Diamante Fm. (Pliocene: Combina and
Nullo, 1997 ).
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Figure 1. A) Shaded relief map of the Andes showing the study area. B) Simplified structural map of the
thrust front of the Malargüe FrB, showing the main structures and the location of Ar-Ar dated pretectonic and post-tectonic volcanic and subvolcanic rocks.

SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THICK· AND THIN-SKINNED STRUCTURES

The thrust front of the MFrB can be divided into two sectors (western and eastern) on the basis of
palaeoenvironmental and tectonic relationships (Fig . lB). Their mutual boundary is defined by the NNWtrending Borbo1l6n-La Manga lineament, relatcd to the Mesozoic rift system. In the western sector, outcropping
rocks are predominantly Triassic-Jurassic rift sequences. Andean deforrnation is characterized by the presence of
NNW-SSE and NNE-SSW, open and tight folds and low-angle and high-angle faults with both thick- and thinskinned tectonic styles. Open folds developed in the hanging wall of moderate-high-angle reverse faults and are
considered to be formed by inversion of older normal faults . Two structures, the La Manga and El Freno faults,
are interpreted to be reactivated rift-reJated normal faults based on the basis of the highly variable thickness and
facies of the rift sequences, the high eut-off angles along these reactivated faults, the presence of antithetic and
synthetic faults reactivated in a reverse sense, and synextensional unconformities preserving the original
extensional geometry. Seismic lines across the La Manga fault show that it has a convex-up geometry, cutting
the basement-cover interface at a high angle and progressively decrease in dip upwards . This geometry strongly
implies the inversion of a high-angle pre -existing normal fault by upward propagation of a steep basement fault
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into the sedimentary coyer. The El Freno fault has been interpreted as a NNE-trending high-angle blind fault,
related by Lanés (2005) to the extensional period . The inversion of this fault is marked by a broad anticline in its
hanging-wall. Associated with this thick -skinned structure, small-scale anticlines and synclines with angular
hinges (kinks and box-folds) deform the Jurassic sequences , and low-angle thrusts formed above shallow
detachments, in thin-skinned tectonic style.
The eastern sector corresponds to an emergent thrust front system, made up of severa! NNW-trending
thrust sheets involving Cretaceous to Neogene strata in a thin-skinned tectonic style. The oldest sediments
involved in the deformation are Cretaceous shales, evaporites and red beds . The Sosneado and Meson faults
uplift the Cuchilla de la Tristeza range and are low-angle thrust rooted into a shallow detachment. Toward the
north, both faults split into several thrusts and produce stacking of the Cretaceous sequences (Kozlowski et al.,
1989) .
We therefore infer that the tectonic evolution of the MFTB involved both thin-skinned tectonics along
two shallow detachments within the Jurassic rift sequences (western sector) and Cretaceous strata (eastem
sector) and basement involvement along a deeper detachment which accommodates stacking of basement thrust
units .

TEMPORAL RELA TIONSHIP BETWEEN THICK- AND THIN-SKINNED STRUCTURES

ln order to constrain the age of the thick- and thin-skinned deformation , we construct a chronology of
deformation based on structural relationships and Ar/Ar dating of tectonic and post-tectonic volcanic and
subvolcanic rocks . Twelve samples of andesite and basait were analysed by laser-induced

40 Ar/

39

Ar step-heating

procedure on hornblendes and whole-rocks.

Inversion of the Atuel half-graben (15 - 14 Ma) : ContractionaJ reactivation of the Atuel half-graben began with
rigid displacement of the wedge of rift deposits and the underlying crystalline basement rocks along the La
Manga fault. Fault displacement was dissipated in the coyer units by folding. Porphyry dikes, assumed to be
post-tectonically emplaced in the Cerro Chivaro area by Baldauf (1997), indicate that the anticline associated
with the first movement of the La Manga fault formed before 14 Ma . A maximum age for this deformation is
given by the age of pre-tectonic subvolcanic rocks , cropping out in the Las Bardas creep, dated as 14.87 Ma (Fig.
1B).

Breakthrough of the La Manga fault into the sedimentary cover (13 - 1 J Ma): After the partial inversion of the
half-graben, faults emanating from the master fault broke through the entire sedimentary section and reached the
surface. The time of breakthrough is weil constrained by the age of the post-tectonic voJcanics and by the
angular unconformities between the synorogenic strata. Jn the thick-skinned area, deformation was
accommodated by movement along the La Mang a fault prior to 10.84 Ma, the age of the Cerro Tordilla posttecton ic volcanic rocks. In the thin-skinned area, cross-cutting relationships, together with emplacement ages,
indicate that deformation and uplift of the Cuchilla de la Tristeza range along the Mes6n and Sosneado thrusts
must have occurred prior to 10.6 Ma , the age of the Laguna Amarga stock (10.56 ± 0 .04 Ma - Baldaulf, J 997)
and that of the angular unconformity separating the Agua de la Pied ra and Loma Fiera Formations (-10.6 Ma -
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InternaI deformation of the half-graben (11 - 9 Ma): The age of movement along the El Freno fault system,
related at depth to the inversion of the pre-existing El Freno normal fault, is deterrnined by the ages of pretectonic volcanic rocks (11.16 ± 0.28 Ma) and post-tectonic volcanics (9.11 ± 0.24 Ma). This indicates that the
internai deformation of the half-graben occurred after the inversion of the La Manga normal fault.

CONCLUSIONS

The question whether shortening in the basement occurred first and was transmitted to the cover, or the
cover detached first and basement thrusting occurred afterwards, has been addressed by detailed field structural
data combined with Ar/Ar dating of pre- and post-tectonic volcanics and subvolcanic rocks in the MFTB.
Comparison of the timing of deformation in the thick- and thin-skinned deformational are as strongly supports
the hypothesis that the reactivation of normal faults was coeval with the activation of shallow detachments and
low-angle thrusting in the thrust front of the MFTB. Low-angle thrusting interacted with high-angle faulting
related to reversai of basement normal faults inherited from the extension al history of the foreland, indicating a
deformation mode characterized by superimposed shallow and deep detachment tectonics. Within the thrust front
of the MFTB, detachments occur at several stratigraphie horizons: a deep basement detachment related to the
basement-involved thrusting, and shallow detachments located within the lurassic and Cretaceous sequences.
We propose that these detachments were active during the complex deformation of the thrust front, between 14
and 9 Ma.
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